Food for life


Healthy diet and the healthy plate (Science/PSHE)



We will look into human and animal diets and how
they sustain us.

PE



PHSE

Gymnastics—looking at moving in
different ways.



Maths

Managing risk and safety contexts

Continuing with fundamental skills

(how to recognise when situations are
unsafe. Identifying dangers and thinking

(throwing, catching etc.)

of solutions.)



Continuing with Fractions—finding 1/4, 2/4, 3/4 and
1/3 of a number or an amount. Solving problems involving Fractions



Time — o’clook, half past, quarter past and quarter to.
Some pupils will tell the time to the nearest 5 minute
interval



Statistics—graphs and charts

Creating a Space themed score and
composing a space piece



Mass, capacity, temperature, length and height



Reading scales in increments of 1, 2,5,10.



Observing the interrelated dimensions of music



Fluency—being fluent in key number facts



Listenging /Appraising ’Holst’ planets.



Charanga unit—Friendship Song



We will discuss global warming and the impact of this
on polar regions.



Introduction to athletics.



Healthy lifestyles (linking to science)

Music






Fictional writing—description and narratives based on texts including Fantastic
Mr Fox , The Tear Thief and Gobbolino
the Witch’s Cat.



Non-Fiction writing— information brochure for a pirate’s house.



Space Poetry using Pi Corbett’s Talk for
Writing.

Explorers

Art/DT


English (Writing)

English (Reading)


Kick-start: We will start the topic by (tbc)

Art—Children will explore Vincent
Van Gogh’s Starry Night painting and
will try to replicate the swirling technique.
DT—Textiles—Children will design
and sew their own flag.

We will be using various texts linking to our Explorers
topic. Including;

We will also have an ’Explorer Day’ during our first week of term where the
children will ‘explore’ each of the different classrooms in Year Two and learn
about a different geographical climate.

 Christopher Columbus and Neil Armstrong comparison

Fantastic Finish: We will invite the Year One children into our classrooms and
showcase our learning in a mini-exhibition.

Poetry about the sea.

text.

Stories about Blackbeard.

During this topic we grow our own seeds that we will document the progress
of. There will also be a trip that is to be confirmed.

A non-fiction text about journeys people around the world

Artsmark


Drama– Mantle of the expert– Being an explorer and visiting a different country.



Space based music—composition.



Animals and humans.



Appraising musical works by composers





Studying the work of Vincent Van Gogh.

We will learn about the basic needs of animals and what is
needed for humans to survive.



The importance of a healthy diet and exercise.



How plants grow and mature from seeds and bulbs.



What plants need to survive.

Science

History


Computing:






We will use technology safely and
respectfully
We will learn about keeping personal information private and identify
where to go for help and support if
someone is not kind online.
Coding using Scratch and Turtle Logo.
How to create and debug programs.





Lives of significant individuals– We will learn about
Christopher Columbus, Ibn Battuta and Neil Armstrong and their contributions to exploration
(Travel)

Geography
Locational knowledge

We will learn about how technology and life was
very different during the time of each of the explorers we will investigate (Technology)



We will use world maps and atlases to identify
countries, continents and oceans.



Looking at Columbus’ journey.

We will compare Columbus and Armstrong and will
discuss how travel and exploration is different now
(Travel)

Geographical skills and fieldwork


Using directional language.



Reading and drawing maps using symbols and
keys.

RE


Should we look after our world?



How does Khalsa influence the lives of
Sikh people?

